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UM PROFESSORS PUBLISH NEW ATLAS
MISSOULA--
With 1980 elections just ahead, two University of Montana faculty members 
have come up with a book full of political information. The "Atlas of Montana 
Elections, 1889-1976," by Dr. Ellis Waldron, professor of political science, 
and Dr. Paul B. Wilson, associate professor of geography, is a 335-page study 
of Montana voting history which took the authors three years to complete.
The atlas "manifests a conviction that aggregate data can tell significant 
things about political behavior and attitudes," say the authors. Montana 
voting trends have been "diverse and complex," they note, reflecting the diverse 
interests of the voters in the state.
A thorough compilation of voting results for the offices of president, 
governor, United States senator and representative is given, including Democratic, 
Republican and Third Party percentages for each county. Elections from 1889 
through November 1976 are covered.
Ballot issues are given prominent place in the atlas, reflecting the fact 
that the new Montana constitution, ratified in 1972, makes it easier to make 
constitutional amendments and to introduce initiatives and referenda to be resolved 
by statewide popular vote. The results of 138 ballot issues are shown.
Computer-produced maps are used to show the vote distribution by county for 
elections of officers and ballot issues. These maps help to analyze regional 
voting patterns, the authors say.
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A special section of "life-style" ballot issues is included. These are issues 
that relate more to personal value preferences than to governmental organization 
or function. Twelve such issues are considered, from 1914 to 1972. County voting 
tendencies through the years are mapped, showing definite regional preferences in 
the "life-style" values of Montana voters.
Montana voting patterns are also represented on three-dimensional perspective 
diagrams, computer-made features which resemble an exaggerated three-dimensional 
map of Montana, with high points where the vote or statistic is high, and depressions 
where it is low.
Other features of the atlas include statistical correlation charts between 
related votes, the results of district judicial elections and all appointments 
to each seat in each judicial district, a roster of each state legislature through 
the years, and a new three-color map of Montana, created by Wilson.
In 1958 Waldron, who has been at the UM since 1950, published "Montana Politics 
since 1864: An Atlas of Elections," a book which both authors view as the "ancestor"
of the modern atlas.
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